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J-Dubs and the Slippery Slope of Affluent Religion. |
Spatula In The Wilderness

The other morning I took my moldy, cook’s self out for the morning walk to the hospital. I was decked
out in my scratchy, weird looking polyester bowling shirt/work uniform and
Chefwear kitchen jammie pants. Somewhat clean, hastily shaven and ready
for the day, I was enjoying the two mile jaunt to the job. The day was sunny,
cloudless and wonderfully full of possibility that would never come my way
because I’d be working. No problem. Many have achieved more with less.
Four blocks into my reverie, the cadence being kept in a quicktime march, I
noticed them. The J-Dubs. Jehovah’s Witness canvassers. I knew it was them,
because very few people canvas for anything so well dressed. The fleeting

thought that they might have been tax assessors was put out of mind. City
government types usually look as harried as the rest of us with ties askew,
scuffed dress shoes and unmarked white Ford Crown Vics. Nope. These
individuals were sharp. The gentleman had on a crisply starched white
Oxford shirt and enviable horizontal striped tie.  The pleats in his trousers
were razor’s edge straight and the loafers on his feet were polished to a

satin finish. His partner was equally turned out, although her suit still contained massive shoulder
pads and she had non-government issue, pioneer woman hair (with a helmitude that was enough to
hide luggage under). They didn’t see me and I strode on hoping they wouldn’t. I’ve had three
encounters with the J-Dubs this Summer and a fourth wasn’t going to change anything. They were
just about to duck into their car when they saw me and re-crossed the street to assail me. The
vehicle, by the way, was a $34,000 Volvo V-70. I felt extremely uneasy, but still paused to talk to the
man as he flagged me down.

Without any introduction, the gentleman gave me a tract to read. He called it a tract, and I really
wanted to point out to him that people are wary of that term. The tract contained the essential
questions of life, according to his sect. Not salvation or redemption, but about happiness and
getting God’s attention. He showed me a book, but would not give me a copy, proudly announcing
“This is my copy.” He left me with my pamphlet and got into his vehicle, pioneer woman in tow. That
was that. Or was it? I felt ashamed after the encounter. Not necessarily because the gentleman
asked me to confront my relationship with God, but because of his seeming affluence. He didn’t ask
me what I believe, or give me directions to his temple, because he doesn’t need me. He’s doing his
good deeds because it’s all about the deeds. The gentleman mentioned comparing his tract with
my bible (if I wanted to, he said). He assumed, of course, that I own a bible. By earthly standards
he’s made it. The good life. I was humbled and humiliated. I drive a twelve year old Honda and have
lived as simply as possible for most of my adult life. In my shame, I wondered what would have
happened if these Witnesses had come upon someone not sure of their God and the faith that
guides them through these dark, mangled times. They got me, instead, and I know what I am. I never
fault anyone for having done well in life, but there is something to be said for humility.
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